Lowca Community School
Lowca
Whitehaven
CA28 6QS
Telephone: 01946 372656

Friday 16TH March 2018
WINNERS THIS WEEK
Class1:
Class2:

Isabella for much improved writing

Theo for his fantastic grass hopper poem
Class 3: Upper Junior- Aaron for his research work
Lower Junior- Kaleb for working really hard in maths
and persevering

CLASS 1
The infant children have been so industrious this week, they have been busy all the time! The
reception children are achieving more focus in their letter formation in their writing- some of
their work is quite legible and easy to read- amazing! They are also getting much better with
their numbers. They are also progressing in their sentence structure. Year1 have become really
good at estimating vessels and their capacity-for instance, they made a good guess at how
many cups it would take to fill the pans they were working with. In their English work they
showed how good they are at listening very carefully and then recounting the story. They also
studied the life cycle of a bean…be warned, they may be wanting to plant stuff over the weekend!

Class 2
We are continuing our James and the Giant Peach work and
have been writing poems about grasshoppers and about
peaches (inspired by our fruit tasting.)We are enjoying
counting money and matching equivalent values made using
different coins. The children have transformed the home
corner into a shop and next week we will be learning how to
total shopping lists and give change from a pound coin.
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CLASS 3

Class 3 have been busy with all kinds of topics. Years 3 and 4
are shown here thinking about research questions they could
use for their Solomon Islands projects, Year 5 are completing
activities for the Unlocke project with Frederico who came in
to school today, and Y6 are busy doing SATs revision for their
exams in May. It’s all go in Class 3!

SCHOOL DINNER MENU- W/B 19th March 2018- Week 2

DIARY DATES 2018
WEDS 21ST MAR
WEDS 28TH MAR

1.15-2.15PM JUNIORS JUDO WEEK 9
1.15-2.15PM JUNIORS JUDO WEEK 10- LAST ONE

SCHOOL FINISHES FOR EASTER HOLIDAYS ON
THURSDAY 29thTH MARCH AT 1.15 P.M.
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